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Chapter 1

I Wish

You’ll think I’m mad.  But for most of this 

year, I’ve had a strange sort of wish.  I wished 

everything could be … normal.

Ordinary.

Maybe even a little bit boring.

But so far, this year’s been full of good luck, 

then bad luck.  Good times, then bad times.  In 

fact, any time good stuff happened, I didn’t 

enjoy it.  Not much.  Because it meant bad stuff 

was lurking just around the corner.

Here’s the sort of thing I mean …
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April

Mum gets a new job at the estate agents,  3

which means lots more pay.  We’re rich!

The firm Dad works for goes bust and he’s  3

out of a job.  We’re SO not rich …

May

I find out that Harris Academy has a brand- 3

new dance studio.  This is the best, since I 

love, love, love dancing!  It’s massive with 

a proper wooden floor, ballet barres and 

mirrors everywhere.

I find out my friends Dani and Grace and  3

everyone in my primary class got into 

Harris Academy – everyone except ME …
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June

Dad’s friend’s cat has kittens – and Dad  3

brings one home!

Mum goes mad at Dad cos he forgot my big  3

brother Finn is allergic to fur …

July

Mum books us a last-minute surprise  3

sunshine holiday!

But the only surprise is that it rains every  3

day and Mum and Dad argue non-stop …

But maybe – fingers crossed – things are 

changing.
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3

When I started at Brook City School three 

weeks ago, I was scared I’d be all on my own.  

Then I sat next to Nazreen in my tutor group, 

and it was as if we’d been friends for ever.  

(Both of us got the giggles when our teacher 

said his name was Mr Winterbottom.  Ha!)

Then we met Scarlett at lunch.  (She got 

the giggles when my long hair trailed in my 

custard.  Yuck!)

And there are three other reasons that life 

is turning out good at my new school.

1. I like all my teachers

2. Brook City School has a great dance 

studio too, with huge windows that look out 

over the city.  I can’t wait to try it out …

and
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3. A cute boy called Lewis likes me, I think.

I can see Lewis now, coming out of his 

History class.

“Ow!” I yelp.

Nazreen has just thumped me in the ribs 

with her elbow.  “Don’t look now, Kirsten, but 

Lewis is staring at you!” she says.

“Yes, I know – I saw him as well,” I whisper 

back.  I can feel that my cheeks have gone pink 

as a prawn.

“Eek!  He’s walking this way!” Scarlett says.

“Pretend we’re chatting,” Nazreen says.

“Hey, let’s chat about how much Lewis likes 

Kirsten!” Scarlett says.

“Shh!  Don’t!” I mutter at her.

Lewis is really close now.
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“Hi!” he says.  He’s trying to sound all cool 

as he saunters past us.

“Bye!” Nazreen says.

“Waaaaaaah-ha-ha!” we all burst out when 

Lewis has gone round the corner.
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We keep on laughing for ages.  I hope Lewis 

didn’t hear us – how embarrassing would that 

be?

Still, friends are more important than boys.  

And brand-new friends that you want to hang 

onto are extra important.
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I haven’t hung around with Nazreen and 

Scarlett for very long, but I really like them.  

Scarlett even looks a bit like my old friend 

Honey – she has the same warm smile and cute 

scatter of freckles across her nose.

So maybe my luck is changing.  Maybe it 

will all be good from now on.  But who am I 

kidding?

Good stuff is happening at school, but at 

home it’s ALL bad news.




